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Site

Point Douglas, Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada_ North 
and South banks of Louise Bridge
Residential_Commercial_Industrial_Parkland
Higgins Avenue_Louise Bridge_ Nairn Avenue  
Thoroughfare to  business and commercial traffic

Project Goal

I identified an instinctual response to rush through the 
site.  However, following multiple visits, I found there 
to be much more than racing cars,  street lights, and 
train whistles. It was a Sunday afternoon that I explored  
pause in often forgotten Point Douglas. 

It is not until one pauses, that one sees.
It is much too easy to look without seeing.

How does pause change qualities, events, activities, 
sounds, smells, sights, details, materials, waste, pres-
ence, absence, intuitions? 

I.   Railway Underpass as Entrance to the  
     Site

There is submergence.  There is release.  
There is entrance.  There is exit.  There is 
threshold.  There is welcoming.  There is a 
moment... in time. There is a pause.

II.   Train passes through site 3 - 4 times        
      daily

There is noise.  There is motion.  There is 
schedule.  There is speed.  There is repeti-
tion.  There is recognition.  There is a mo-
ment in time.  There is a pause.

III.   Louise Bridge acts as a link between 
the Point Douglas banks.

There is passage.  There is elevation. 
There is span.  There is view.  There is  
structure.    There is momentum. There is 
a moment in time.  There is a pause.

IV.   Scent of a lumber yard

There is scent.  There is noise.  There is 
manual labour.  There is material.  There is 
air.  There is history.  There is a moment in 
time.  There is a pause.

XI.   Public park and garden

There is hidden beauty.  There is pride.  
There is  uncertainty.  There is care.  There 
is  quietness.  There  is distance.  There is a 
moment in time.  There is pause.

VI.   Boat launch used by many people  
        from around the city

There is access.  There is breeze.  There 
is laughter.  There is rhythm.  There is ac-
tivity.  There is attraction.  There is a mo-
ment  in time.  There is pause.
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VII.   Sunrises and sunsets on the Red 
        River

There is view.  There is horizon.  There is 
spectatorship.  There is nature.  There is 
wildlife.  There is community.  There is a 
moment in time.  There is pause. 

VIII.   Industrial view framed by bridge

There is history.  There is production.  There 
is kindness.  There is strength.  There is a 
framed view.  There is a moment in time. 
There is pause.

IX.   North bank used by many for 
       fishing and picnics

There is use.  There is family.  There is 
learning.  There is life.  There is connec-
tion.  There is participation.  There is a 
moment in time.  There is pause.

X.   Historical remains of the old 
      River Rouge boarding site

There is surprise.  There is investigation.  
There is retreat.  There is unknown.  There 
is comfort.  There is observation.  There is 
a moment in time.  There is pause.

XI.   Public park and garden

There is hidden beauty.  There is pride.  
There is  uncertainty.  There is care.  There 
is  quietness.  There  is distance.  There is a 
moment in time.  There is pause.

XII.   Local LaSalle bar/hotel, beer  
        vendor and live music venue.                             

There is activity.  There is destination.  
There is sociality.  There is friendliness.  
There is dwelling.  There is gathering.  
There is a moment in time.  There is 
pause.

Living Fiction:  
Abelardo Morell (Cuban photographer)

This ‘living fiction’ is derived from the 
careful examination of the creative work 
and productions of Abelardo Morell. 

I have defined 7 ‘experiential images’ 
within the  book  ‘Alice’s Adventures in 
Wonderland’ by Lewis Carroll that is il-
lustrated by Morell. From that narrative, 
I discovered  7 ‘imaging experiences’ 
within the site.

From this narrative of the ‘living fiction’ 
I will create a ‘living space’. The space 
will be programmed by the qualities of 
the 7 ‘experiential images’ from Alice, the 
7 ‘imaging experiences’ on the site, and 
how these relate to Morell’s work. 

 

I. Rabbit Hole

Research or investigate at thoroughly; 
depth_Submergence and Release_En-
trance_Threshold_Moment of intuition_
Autonomy and autarchy

Alice_ thoughtlessness_contemplation_
possibilities_rabbit hole

Morell_ camera obscura_ lense_eye_’orig-
inal’ and original

Site_ broken stairway down to site
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II. Long Passage

A section or piece of writing, speech or 
music, etc_ Going from one place to an-
other_ Tube or channel

Alice_ long passage_ cannot stop

Morell_ time frame of production_guided 
by external conditions

Site_ Louise bridge_funnelled through

III. Hallway

Connecting corridor_Extension of 
other spaces

Alice_ long low hallway with overhead 
lights_disorientation

Morell_ his life and career

Site_ Nairn Avenue

IV. Gather at the Shore

Seeing back on yourself_Seeing where 
you have come from_Communication_
Embedding  interior and exterior spaces_
Reflections_Extending horizons/planes.

Alice_ discussion at shore_various view 
points

Morell_ produced image_personal re-
flection

Site_ river bank_washed up_wildlife

V. HIDDEN VIEW

Scene/ seen from a 
particular place.  
Conclude from intuition or 
observation.

Alice_ looking into garden through a hole 
in the door_her physical size disabled 
her_a perceived inaccessibility
Morell_ perceptions of the spectator; 
‘frame’ of mind
Site_ interiors of abandoned boats_ peek 
inside
Site:  boat – peek inside and see views 
beyond
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V. Hidden View

Scene/ seen from a particular place.  Con-
clude from intuition or observation.

Alice_ looking into garden through a hole 
in the door_her physical size disabled 
her_a perceived inaccessibility

Morell_ perceptions of the spectator; 
‘frame’ of mind

Site_ interiors of abandoned boats_ peek 
inside and see views beyond

VII. Procession

Moving ahead in a group or line. One af-
ter another.

Alice_ Queen’s march_’off with your 
head’

Morell_ sequence of preparation and 
making

Site_ traffic_human as vehicle

Living Space

A living space for Abelardo Morell using 
the  ‘living fiction’ as a narrative for the 
making of architecture while addressing 
the functional and phenomenal issues re-
garding making related to my reading of 
Morell’s creative productions. A recogni-
tion of both personal and public space, in 
particular the threshold between the two 
is central to the project.  

The space will be programmed by the 
qualities of the 7 ‘experiential images’ 
from Alice, the 7 ‘imaging experiences’ 
on the site, and how these relate to Mo-
rell’s work.

What is the Rabbit Hole? 
tight space_scale 
birth canal_a different world 
depature_separation

What is the Long Passage?
journey_time and space
tube_body
corridor_route

What is the Hallway?  
connection_thresholds
linkages_sight lines
uncertainty_destination

What is the Gathering at the shore?
views_montaging
views_competing
communication_inside/outside

What is the Hidden View?
looking_seeing
body_displacement
investigation_individual

What is the Escape?
retreat_separation
observe_past
inside_outsideWhat is the Procession?
movement_momentum
leader_follower
rhythm_steps

Sketch Model_ promenade
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Light Studies

Initial concept of a free flowing plan that 
encourages movement around the central 
core.  High ceilings and large windows 
oriented towards the river.  Cantilever-
ing levels as well as a suspended second 
floor.  Built into slope of river bank.  Liv-
ing space as well as studio space and 
dark room facilities.
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the rabbit hole

layers of entry_confinement an dark-
ness released into expansion and light_
strong threshold_ levels of entrance_ as 
you open door, it closes the one in front 
of you 

‘canvas wall’_what is an interior wall_ 
light inside the wall glows through the 
shell, lighting the space

‘light blocks’ set into interior walls_ soft 
glow_ shadows_ highlights surfaces

the long passage/hallway

visual hallway through indoor and out-
door spaces
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Structure based on six main concrete walls of 1 
1/2’ thickness that are embedded deep into the 
ground.  A wood laminate 8’ square grid is sus-
pended off the walls for flooring as well as roof 
and ceiling.  The horizontal surfaces are worn and 
smooth.  The vertical surfaces are textured and 
surprising.  Along each main wall there is a light 
well.  Heavy is light.  Dark is light.  Contrast.

1                       2                                               3                                                        4
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plan

north section
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east section

interior and exterior
eaves gather, snow gathers, 
darkness gathers, 
water gathers




